HAADF imaging is directly interpretable and atomic number (Z) sensitive, allowing researchers to obtain structural and chemical information of the material at the atomic level with sub-Å resolution [1] . For Mo-V-M-Ta (M = Te or Sb) complex oxides catalysts, HAADF has been applied to reveal local cation distribution [2] , structure and chemistry of the crystal defects [3] , polar domain structure [4] , surface [5] and other features in order to understand their uniquely high performance in propane (amm)oxidation reactions [6] . Previous studies have shown that the M1 phase in the Mo-V-M-Ta complex oxides (Fig 1a , note characteristic pentagon units) is mainly responsible for high activity, while another important phase, namely M2 (Fig 1b, note characteristic hexagon units), has a distinctive synergistic effect with the M1 phase by improving the selectivity of the catalytic reaction. Aiming to understand and further exploit this synergistic effect, we studied a series of M2 phase catalysts by HAADF imaging using aberration corrected STEM.
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Our studies have demonstrated that M2 phase in Mo-V-Te-Ta system, unlike other previously reported M2 phases [4] , has unusual microstructure: the side planes of the M2 phase crystals are decorated with pentagons (e.g. Mo 6 O 21 ), which are building blocks for M1 phase ( Figure 2 ). These pentagons appear to contain heavy cations (e.g. Ta) in higher concentration than the bulk of the material, showing brighter HAADF contrast in the center. Two types of the interface between the pentagon units and the hexagon units in the M2 phase matrix are identified. Interestingly, monolayer pentagon coverage is dominantly found associated with the type I interface (Figs. 2b,c) , where multilayer coverage can always be found with the type II interface (Figs.  2d,e) . In a M2 phase in a related system Mo-V-Sb-Ta, surface pentagon layers were also observed. In some areas, surface pentagon layers serve as seeds for the M1 phase attached to M2 surface. To our best knowledge, this is the first example of the M1/M2 intergrowth in Mo-V-M-Ta complex oxides catalyst.
Our microstructural observations suggest that the pentagon layers likely come from a self-assembly process of the preformed pentagon units during the synthesis, as reported by Sadakane et al. [7] , rather than post-forming surface reconstruction. The presence of Ta, a sub-group V element, is found crucial for the establishment of decorated surfaces and intergrowths by comparing samples with and without Ta in composition. This clearly suggests that Ta has a stabilizing effect on the pentagon units during M2 phase formation, slowing down the precipitation and facilitating the resultant surface segregation of Ta. Correlation of the observed microstructure with the catalytic performance will also be discussed. We believe that this work will pave the way for development of novel catalysts with M1/M2 heterostructures that can improve the catalytic properties by maximizing the synergistic effect. (Fig. 1a) .
